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What is the cost of a big passenger aircraft?

Just to have an idea and because I also like aircrafts, very much. We start this article showing some commercial aircraft
prices.

The unit cost of an Airbus A380 is of US$445.6 million (2018)(1)

The unit cost of an Airbus A340 is as follows:

A340-300: US$ 238.0 million (£145.4 million or €164.1 million) (2011)

A340-500: US$ 261.8 million (£160 million or €180.6 million) (2011)

A340-600: US$ 275.4 million (£168.25 million or €190 million) (2011)(2)

What is the cost of a Mega Container Ship?

Now, coming to ships prices.
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905897 – a_maersk.jpg < Credit of the photo: fairplay.ihs.com >

In 2015 the average construction cost of a container ship was USD 64 million.
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construction cost by size.jpg. Credit of the graphic: Midshipman William Murray.

It is clear that across all size categories, there has been a decrease in the nominal construction cost6. In the case of ultra
large ships, decreasing costs have likely resulted from improved construction techniques. The first 15000 TEU ships were
built by Maersk in 2006: prior to this, no shipyard had experience building such a large container vessel. Over the course of
the next few years, however, several competing companies have placed orders with a variety of builders, driving down
costs. In addition to the general trend of decreasing costs, it is clear that larger vessels generally carry larger price tags.

This change in nominal cost over time is interesting, but it is not the focus of this analysis. We are more concerned with the
differences between larger ships and the rest of the fleet than with the fleet in its entirety. Nominal construction costs are
not very helpful in this regard, as there is no real measure of size associated with them. Rather, the cost per TEU must be
assessed to allow an “apples to apples” comparison. This value, calculated by dividing the construction cost by the
carrying capacity of the vessel, gives the cost of each cell onboard the vessel.
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nominal cost of construction.jpg. Credit of the graphic: Midshipman William Murray.
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A cursory glance at the nominal cost of ships shows that, unsurprisingly, there is a positive correlation between capacity
and construction cost. It is not surprising that larger ships cost more than smaller ones. After all, there is more steel, and
more labor required to assemble it. The question lies in how much more they cost. A more thorough look at the graph of
the nominal cost of construction shows that while it increases, it does so at a decreasing rate. This is evidence of an
economy scale; as additional TEU are added, there is an ever decreasing rise in cost.

The last and perhaps most revealing facet of this analysis is the change in cost per TEU in each size category over the past
decade: the graph below shows that there has been a considerable drop. This may be due to the fact that the average size of
vessels within all categories has increased at a greater rate than the cost of construction.
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average construction cost per TEU.jpg. Credit of the graphic: Midshipman William Murray.

A detailed look at the cost per TEU further affirms the presence of an economy of scale: as vessel capacity increases, the
cost per TEU clearly decreases.
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construction cost per TEU.jpg. Credit of the graphic: Midshipman William Murray.
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Smaller ships cost more to build per TEU; a ship of 6000 TEU costs, on average $13,912 per TEU while a ship over 13300
TEU has a per TEU cost of just $9,299. (3)
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Size and Cost per TEU.jpg. Credit of the table: Midshipman William Murray.

What is the cost of a Super Post Panamax STS crane?

In June 6, 2017, Port Everglades is purchasing three low-profile Super Post Panamax container-handling gantry cranes at
$13.8 million each.

The new low-profile cranes will have the ability to handle containers stacked eight units high and reach across 22
containers on a ship’s decks.(4)
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The four Super Post-Panamax cranes are unloaded from a heavy lift ship on May 19, 2015. Photo: Port of Houston
Authority. 11150678_10153006082193661_6868502430048467099_n-800×534.jpg . <gcaptain.com>

With a 65-long ton capacity and the ability to handle two 20-foot containers simultaneously, the STS cranes’ capacity
can serve container ships that are up 22 containers wide, with an outreach of 64 meters. Use of a cargo hook can
also increase their capacity to 80 long tons.

The four cranes were ordered from Konecranes in May 2013 along with three RTG (Rubber Tired Gantry) cranes for a total
price tag of USD 56 million.

Note of gruasytransportes: At an estimated price of around 12-13 USD million each STS crane.

The commissioning of the first crane comes as the Port of Houston celebrates its 100th birthday today, November 10th.(5)

Abu Dhabi Ports Company (ADPC) and Abu Dhabi Terminals (ADT) the container terminal operator, have announced in
January 2014 the arrival of three of the world’s largest and most modern ship-to-shore (STS) quay cranes at Khalifa Port.

The Super Post Panamax quay cranes, which were delivered on Friday, 10 January, were produced by Shanghai Zhenhua
Heavy Industry Co. Ltd. (be�er known as ZPMC) in China with a cost of 28 million USD, and travelled overseas on
specially built ships to Khalifa Port’s container terminal, the first semi-automated container terminal in the region.

Note of gruasytransportes: At an estimated price of around 9 USD million each STS crane.

One STS crane is 126.5 meters high and weighs 1,932 tons. It has an outreach of 65 meters (22 rows of containers) and a
lifting capacity of 90 tons.

The three new quay cranes joined the six already operational cranes at Khalifa Port’s current 2.5 million TEUs (twenty-foot
equivalent unit) capacity container terminal, making it a total of nine STS cranes. In addition, six cu�ing edge automated
stacking cranes (ASC) have recently joined the former 30 ASCs at Khalifa Port, and a further six are expected to arrive later
in Q1, both batches representing an overall investment of 42 million USD. (6)

Note of gruasytransportes: At an estimated price of around 3.5 USD million each ASC crane.

In 2015, the Port of Oakland announced a $13.95 million project to raise four gantry cranes 26 feet to accommodate larger
ships. The modified cranes at Oakland International Container Terminal reach 141 feet above the quay and have the ability
to handle ships up to 14,000 TEUs, according to the port. ZPMC manufactured the new legs to fit their existing cranes.

In Los Angeles APM Terminals announced this month it will spend $40 million to raise cranes at their Pier 400 facility.
Additional modifications will include advanced lighting to enhance the operator’s visibility while lifting or lowering
containers. The planned extensions will allow Pier 400 to potentially handle the next wave of mega ships up to 20,000 TEUs
in capacity. Over at TraPac the Port of L.A. is seeking board approval to raise three cranes 12 feet to accommodate vessels
up to 14,000 TEUs.

The cost of a new container crane is between 8 and 10 million dollars where as the Port of Oakland spent just under $14
million to extend four cranes. There are a lot of factors that go into the decision to buy or extend: berth construction, height
restrictions, the footprint of the existing units to name a few. It’s usually not a cut and dry choice. (7)
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Post Panamax gantry cranes.jpg < Frances McMorris/Tampa Bay Business Journal >

In April 2016, two new Post-Panamax gantry cranes arrived to Port Tampa Bay in Florida.

When the state-of-the-art cranes become operational in June 2016, they will increase the port’s capacity in containerized
cargo, enabling it to handle ships twice the current size. The port will be able to handle ships of 9,000 TEUs, or 20-foot
equivalents, compared to the current 4,500 TEU vessels.

The two new cranes made a three-month journey by boat from Shanghai where they were built.

The Panamax cranes have wheel articulation that enables them to travel around the curve between Berth 212 and Berth 213.
They also have 65-ton lifts compared to 40 tons for the older ones. The new cranes weigh about 1,600 tons each.

Each crane cost $11 million, but it was a cost-shared capital investment of $24 million by Port Tampa Bay, the state of
Florida and terminal operator Ports America.(8)
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